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from nature ...to nature

Quality, service and more...

When you purchase from Ecoffins you can take it as read that you will receive a superbly
handcrafted product a nd outstanding service. B ut there’s m ore t o Ecoffins than just that.
Here are some other reasons why we hope that you will be pleased with your choice:

The aim of the World Fair Trade Organisation (WFTO) is to fight against poverty, climate change
and global economic crises, and their belief is that trade must benefit the most vulnerable and
deliver sustainable livelihoods by developing opportunities for disadvantaged producers. Ecoffins
has been a member of the WFTO for over 10 years and is the first and only coffin manufacturing
company in the world to be granted Fair Trade Status by the WFTO.

Environmentally friendly: All Ecoffins products are 100% natural and b io-degradable with no
plastic, metals, screws or staples used in their construction. The materials we use are carefully
chosen for their sustainability as well as the low impact their cropping has on the surrounding
environment. Due to clever packing “Russian Doll” style even our bamboo coffins shipped from
China use no more fuel on their voyage from the Far East to the UK than a five mile car journey.

The Investors in People Standard is the sign of a great employer, a high performing place to work
with a clear commitment to sustainability.The prestigious Gold Award recognises the commitment
and passion of the Ecoffins team and means we are considered to have the highest standards of
people management and development supporting our business goals.

The National Association of Funeral Directors is dedicated to maintaining the highest of standards
in the funeral business across the UK for over 100 years. Ecoffins have been supplier members of
the organisation for over 15 years.

The Association of Green Funeral Directors promotes greener and more natural funerals to funeral
directors and members of the public. Ecoffins is a Founding Member of the Association.

The Coffin, Casket & Shroud Association sets a standard for coffins, caskets and shrouds sold in
the UK, in particular those used for cremation. It has helped to bring alternative and innovative
goods into the mainstream. Ecoffins is a Founding Member of the Association.

Confidence in our products: All our coffins are suitable for cremation or burial and supplied with
solid flat bases with finger grips, load bearing handles and are weight tested up to 23 stone. There
are no extra costs, as our coffins are delivered fully fitted with cotton liners, headrest and bamboo
nameplate, that can be engraved if required.

Tel: 01795 830688

info@ecoffins.co.uk

www.facebook.com/EcoffinsUK

twitter.com/EcoffinsUK

Willow Eco2
Willow is a fast-growing, perennial, highly sustainable and renewable material
which can be annually harvested and will immediately begin regrowing without
new tilling and planting. Willow’s fast regrowth keeps pace with the rate of
harvesting, unlike the trees used in traditional coffin manufacturing which are cut
down at a faster rate than they can regrow. Available in Round and Traditional
shapes.

Stockberry

Kingsted

© Ecoffins 2020. All rights reserved.
Willow is a natural material, therefore colours may vary slightly.

Bamboo Eco2
Bamboo is a highly sustainable plant and can grow to full size in just 3-4 months,
compared to standard trees which can take 30+ years to grow, making it an
incredible alternative to sources of wood materials used in traditional coffin
manufacture. It also requires no fertiliser to grow and self-regenerates from its
own roots, so it doesn’t need to be replanted. Available in Round and Traditional
shapes.

Garland

Invicta

© Ecoffins 2020. All rights reserved.
Willow is a natural material, therefore colours may vary slightly.

English Willow Eco2
English Willow Eco2 is our most environmentally friendly coffin to date. An innovative
synergy of materials, the Eco2 combines beautiful, high quality, hand woven
willow, with an eco-friendly interior structure making the coffin incredibly strong
and light. The English Willow Eco2 is available in either Traditional or Round ended
styles. Standard colours are Light, Brown and Green with the colour variations
being achieved naturally by drying, boiling or stripping the bark. A further range
of natural dye colours are also available.

Light

Brown

Green & Natural

© Ecoffins 2018. All rights reserved.
Willow is a natural material, therefore colours may vary slightly.

English Willow Eco2 Round
English Willow Eco2 is our most environmentally friendly coffin to date. An innovative
synergy of materials, the Eco2 combines beautiful, high quality, hand woven
willow, with an eco-friendly interior structure making the coffin incredibly strong
and light. The English Willow Eco2 is available in either Traditional or Round ended
styles. Standard colours are Light, Brown and Green with the colour variations
being achieved naturally by drying, boiling or stripping the bark. A further range
of natural dye colours are also available.

Light

Brown

Green & Natural

© Ecoffins 2018. All rights reserved.
Willow is a natural material, therefore colours may vary slightly.

English Willow Eco2 Rainbow
English Willow Eco2 is our most environmentally friendly coffin to date. An
innovative synergy of materials, the Eco2 combines beautiful, high quality,
hand woven willow, with an eco-friendly interior structure making the coffin
incredibly strong and light. The English Willow Eco2 is available in either
Traditional or Round ended styles. The Eco2 Rainbow’s striking colours are
achieved by colouring the willow with only natural dyes before weaving it
into a distinctive slanted pattern.

Round

Traditional

Round

Square
© Ecoffins 2020. All rights reserved.
Willow is a natural material, therefore colours may vary slightly.

English Willow Green & Light
Our English Willow coffins are handcrafted by skilled workers with long family histories in
willow weaving, using traditional methods. Willow has been grown on the Somerset Levels
for centuries and has the unique ability to regenerate repeatedly from the same crown for
30 to 40 years. Once harvested it can grow back to the same height in a year. Our English
Willow coffins are available in either Traditional or Round ended styles and in a range of
colours. The green & light is designed in an earthy green/grey colour and finished with a
light coloured plaited edged lid, handles and bottom band for a striking contrast. These
colours are achieved naturally by drying, boiling and stripping of the willow bark.

Square

English Willow Colours

Willow Cromer

Bamboo Eco

Banana Leaf

Caskets

Banana
Cerise

Banana
Ebony

Pine

Cardboard

Shroud and Stretcher
Burial shrouds have been used for centuries made from materials such as wool,
hemp, flax and even silk. Our bamboo shrouds are made from tightly woven,
unbleached bamboo yarn, a highly sustainable and renewable material. The
willow stretcher is made with dark, barked willow which gives it a rustic, earthy
appearance. 100% bio-degradable, the shroud and stretcher are ideal for
natural burial but are also suitable for every type of funeral service including
cremation.

Bamboo Shroud

Willow Stretcher

Shroud &
Stretcher
© Ecoffins 2019. All rights reserved.
Made from 100% natural materials, therefore colours may vary slightly.

Scattering Ashes Tubes
Our scattering ashes tubes make an ideal high quality and easy to use container
for ashes until a final resting place has been chosen. No glue is required as each
tube can be cleanly filled and completely sealed for storage of the ashes. At
a later date, the ashes are easily accessible for scattering at a chosen spot.
Alternatively, they can be kept as a much more environmentally friendly option
to a standard metal or plastic urn. Made from recycled cardboard they are 10 0%
bio - degradable and suitable for burial. Available in different styles each has a
high quality finish designed to be as seamless as possible around the entire urn.

Woodland Walk

Woodland Walk Square

Sunset Waves

Sunset Field

Bluebell Wood

Tranquil Beach

Artists’s Purple Flower

Poppy Field
© Ecoffins 2019. All rights reserved.
Made from 100% natural materials, therefore colours may vary slightly.

Laser Engraving

